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Abstract
There is a new understanding within the PentecostalCharismatic tradition of the five-fold ministry role as a
concept for deploying effective leadership. The so-called
New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) movement establishes
an alternative approach within today’s Christianity, one that
is noticeably different from the traditional leadership
models in Protestantism, Roman Catholicism, and the
evangelical traditions. The model argues that churches and
Christian ministries need effective leadership models that
are theologically grounded in the doctrine of the offices of
apostle and the five-fold ministry as described in the New
Testament. The NAR model is a church governance concept
that claims to be suitable for practical use. However, to date,
there are no valuable, concrete, detailed case studies in the
academic literature about the new movement’s actual
leadership practice. Therefore, this article promotes an
interdisciplinary dialogue and uses a method of correlating
the NAR’s polity with organizational theory in the business
environment.

Introduction
There is a new understanding within the Pentecostal-Charismatic
tradition of the apostolic role as a concept for deploying effective
leadership. The so-called New Apostolic Reformation (NAR) movement
establishes an alternative approach within today’s Christianity, one that
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is noticeably different from the traditional leadership models in
Protestantism, Roman Catholicism, and the evangelical traditions. The
leadership model of this movement is a church governance concept that
represents a genuine approach and claims to be suitable for practical use.
The model argues that churches and Christian ministries need effective
leadership models that are theologically grounded in the doctrine of the
office of the apostle, as described in the New Testament. Its fundamental
concept, which rejects traditional denominationalism, is the
understanding that the offices of church governance that have fallen into
disuse, those of especially the apostle and the other five-fold ministries—
evangelist, teacher, shepherd, and prophet—are being restored in the
church today. 1
Todd Johnson, Professor of Global Christianity and Director of the
Center for Global Christianity at Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary,
expects that there will be millions of Christians identifying with the neocharismatic and apostolic movements within the next several years. 2 A
recent study conducted by Johnson confirms his estimation determining
a substantial numerical growth of what he calls the Spirit-empowered
Movement: from 1900 to 2020, the adherents of Pentecostal and
Charismatic movements increased at nearly four times the growth rate of
global Christianity. 3 World-wide, there are 644 million believers in the
Spirit-empowered Movement representing 26% of all Christians.
Currently, Spirit-empowered believers comprise one-quarter of the
entire Christian tradition, which are expected to increase to one-third by
the year 2050. 4 Although Johnson does not specifically refer to the NAR
movement in his figures, he includes two sub-categories under NeoCharismatics: Apostolic and Other Non-Charismatic Networks, which
appear to be synonymous with this classification. They are predicted to
have an estimated 125 million adherents by the year 2050—from
currently 34 and 47 million believers, respectively. The fact that
Johnson, in his research, refers to Apostolic churches and to NonCharismatic Networks as categories of their own, indicates that these
classifications are no longer unusual but appear to be developing their
own momentum.
This article’s main proposition is that the NAR model is a church
governance concept that might be suitable for practical use. There is still
a great need to explain the doctrine of the apostolic model and its central
scholar, the American Charles Peter Wagner.5 He was the movement’s
acknowledged founder and scholarly father. Whether the apostolic
model is genuine, in the sense that it is operable, is critically examined in
this article. How serious and authentic is the NAR approach in its
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applicability? How solid is this distinctive model in practice? Is it
relevant and workable?
It would therefore be helpful to examine a case study of NAR
churches’ actual practice and the apostolic leadership model. Such a case
study would involve an empirical inquiry to critically analyze the actual
practice of certain dimensions within a real-life context and would be
based on an in-depth investigation of reference objects that examine the
mechanism of the underlying principles. In Wagner’s work, some good
first introductions are found. Churchquake! How the New Apostolic
Reformation Is Shaking up the Church as We Know It 6 and The New
Apostolic Churches7 examine elements of Wagner’s NAR belief system
and offer a few examples of Christian churches and ministries within the
NAR movement that exemplify dimensions of the NAR movement as
identified by him. These contributions date back to the 1990s. The
Australian David Cartledge offers, for instance, the inside story of a local
church developing during the 1990s from a very small congregation to a
globally influential movement. 8 To date, however, there are no
additional comprehensive, theological case studies in the academic
literature about the NAR movement’s actual leadership practice. One
reason for this lack of academic material on NAR case study examples
can be attributed to its history; it is a relatively young movement.
Theologians are only now beginning to critically examine the NAR
movement and their main scholars, so that NAR doctrine and an
examination of the actual practice is slowly finding its way into the
academic discussions.

Reversed Method of Correlation
The actual practice and experience of business organizations is used
instead by reviewing their underlying leadership principles in order to
analyze the suitability of the NAR leadership model for practice. I have
chosen the method of correlation that promotes an interdisciplinary
dialogue and endeavors to correlate two distinct fields in a bilateral way.
The correlation is used as a framework to examine the NAR approach
further from a practical perspective. The intention is to establish a
dialogue between NAR theology and organizational theory, relating NAR
doctrine to non-theological terminology by engaging in a process of
establishing a conversation between the Christian belief system and
contemporary experience. Using this method to analyze the relationship
between these two fields permits a stimulating analogy. 9 This
correlation, or to use the livelier metaphor, conversation, further
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advances the understanding of the five-fold ministry organizational
leadership mechanism.10
The theological use of the method of correlation is closely identified
with Paul Tillich, who takes questions and concerns from one field and
engages them with the resources and responses from the other field. 11
Tillich believes that a theological system’s task is to declare the
truthfulness of the Christian gospel and to interpret it for each new
generation. He points out that “[t]he method of correlation explains the
contents of the Christian faith through existential questions and
theological answers in mutual interdependence.”12 Tillich, in his first
volume of Systematic Theology, describes his principal understanding
thus: “Theology formulates the questions implied in human existence,
and theology formulates the answers implied in divine self-manifestation
under the guidance of the questions implied in human existence.”13
Since God answers human existential questions, the task of
theology using the correlation method is to analyze the questions in
the human situation and cultural context in which the theologian is
working, including the culture’s scientific expressions, and to make
clear how the Christian message has answers. 14 Hammond notes that
Tillich “attempts to correlate the various analyses of the human
predicament produced in modern culture with the answers provided by
the symbols used in the Christian message.” 15 Tillich combines the basic
truths of Christian belief with the situation in which people would get
this message. Ahn explains, “In brief, Tillich’s method of correlation is a
dialectical approach that seeks to identify and realize the
interdependence between the ultimate questions brought up in an
existential situation and the answers given in the Christian message.” 16
Tillich writes, “Experience is the medium through which the sources
‘speak’ to us, through which we can receive them.”17 He employs the
method of using Christian sources to interpret specific questions by
using the correlation approach to explore a contemporary situation with
the help of the Christian faith. The effective direction in Tillich’s
methodical concept is apparent: he uses Christian practices in order to
understand a contemporary question.
However, Tillich’s model is altered in this article by using the
practice of organizational theory in order to illuminate Christian
terminology. In this article, I do not use Christian practices, i.e., the
dimension of NAR leadership practice, to understand organizational
theory. Instead, Tillich’s method is reversed so that traditional Christian
terminology, like apostle and prophet, will be interpreted in the light of
contemporary knowledge. 18 The methodology is to contemplate some
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noticeable aspects of the correlation between organizational theory and
NAR teachings. Five bureaucratic functions from organizational theory
are introduced in the following paragraphs. These are well established in
business organizations’ actual practice, having proven their suitability
for practical use, and they are fully operable. Correlating these functions
with those of the five-fold ministry will help to analyze the NAR
leadership model’s suitability for practice.

Principal Concerns against Organizational Theory
It has already been argued above that practicing good leadership
concepts has always been a crucial issue for any organization, for
business enterprises as well as Christian churches, for profit
organizations and for non-profit entities, for secular and for
ecclesiastical organizations. However, there are limitations in any
analogy’s comparability. There is a tradition of theologians who argue
that theology must not be mixed with organizational theory and that
business principles cannot be applied to theological questions: “Business
is business, and you must not mix business with religion.” 19 Cavanaugh
stresses that these two spheres are “two essentially distinct types of
human endeavour that have somehow gotten mixed up together. The
church, whose business is religion alone, has overstepped its
boundaries.”20 Lagace states, “Mention the words religion and business
in one breath, and chances are good that someone will take offense. It’s a
common conviction within most Western societies that the two do not
and should not be mixed—ever.” 21 Tracey points out, “Religion has been
largely neglected in the study of organizations and management.”22 He
assumes, “This may be because religion is considered too far removed
from the commercial organizations that form the empirical focus of
much work in the discipline, or simply because it is deemed too
sensitive.”23 Keith Elford, a Bishop Emeritus of the Free Methodist
Church, reports, “A few years ago, I had a conversation with a bishop
about the role of ideas derived from management and organization
studies in the Church of England. His response was sceptical, and he
remarked that the church is not an organization, but an organism.” 24 I
appreciate these concerns against applying organizational theory to
theology and questions of church practice. 25
However, Paul Tracey, Professor of Innovation and Organization at
Cambridge Judge Business School, argues, “Given the profound role that
religion continues to play in contemporary societies, it is surprising that
management researchers have not explored the intersection between
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religion and organization in a more meaningful and determined way.” 26
A correlative approach contributes to a dialogue between organizational
theory and theology in a positive manner.
Elford comes to the conclusion, shared by me, that, “Organizational
theory does indeed have something to offer the church. But I have a
proviso, which is that the church must approach organization theory and
its associated practices with care and discernment and bring them into a
productive dialogue with the church’s own insights, experiences and
wisdom.” 27 It is my belief that contrasting the core leadership principles
of organizational theory and NAR doctrine illustrates how church polity
can function in actual practice. Moreover, when correlating
organizational functional roles with NAR doctrinal terminology, the fact
that two very different spheres are examined and that verbatim identity
does not exist must be considered. 28 The functional roles of a business
organization are not congruent with the roles of the five-fold ministry.
The intended correlations can be useful conceptual bridges, allowing me
to illuminate the NAR new leadership systems in the established
framework of the business world. 29 The examinations of the correlations
can describe a possible relationship between the two spheres and
indicate how the functions from these two different spheres interact in
selective attributes. 30 Establishing such mutual relationships between
the business roles and NAR terminology will enable me to look for
sufficient correspondence showing initial evidence of some correlating
dimensions.
The first step is a very brief introduction to organizational theory,
followed by an analysis of five functional roles within a business
enterprise that are characteristic for traditional, top-down, hierarchical
company structures. In a next step, the functional structures are
correlated with the five-fold ministry functions, allowing for a
conversation between these two different spheres. Finally, I will offer a
brief outlook of a biblical perspective of the NAR model.

Drawing from Organizational Theory:
The Bureaucratic Model
Organizational theory is part of the study of business administration and
examines the design, relationships, and structures of business
organizations, which are a collection of people working together to
achieve common objectives. 31 Part of organizational theory is the
question of how the organizational structure functions as a system to
describe how specific activities are focused in order to accomplish the
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organization’s aims. This can include various functions and
responsibilities. The organizational structure also determines how
information flows between levels within the company. Having an
organizational structure in place allows business enterprises to be
efficient and focused. Companies of varying magnitudes use
organizational structures, and an efficient organizational structure will
outline each employee’s job and how it fits into the overall company
organization. The structure sets out who does what, so that the business
enterprise can achieve its objectives. It can be illustrated in various types
of charts or diagrams; organizational theory has developed various
concepts, such as the functional top-down chart, the divisional structure
chart, the matrix organizational chart, and the flat organizational chart. 32
However, this article focuses only on the most traditional hierarchy,
the functional top-down pyramid, in which the most powerful members
of the organization sit at the top, while those with the least amount of
power are at the bottom. 33 Anderson points out, “The functional
structure is arguably the most common and well-known hierarchical
structure.”34 Having a clear organizational structure improves efficiency
and provides clarity for everyone at every level within the business
enterprise. 35 It is also referred to as a bureaucratic organizational
structure; it divides up a business enterprise based on its workforce’s
specializations. 36 This functional organization structure is a hierarchical
approach in which employees are grouped by their area of specialization
and supervised by a functional manager with expertise in that same
area. 37 This expertise helps to utilize, direct, and coach employees
effectively in their functional departments, which ultimately helps the
business enterprise to achieve its business objectives.

A Functional Structure of the Organization
In the following, the article concentrates on functional organizational
roles within a business enterprise, which are briefly introduced: 38
•
•
•
•
•

Executive Director
Sales and Marketing Director
Quality Director
Personnel Director
Director for Strategy Development.

Organizational theory has also developed other functional roles within a
business enterprise, such as the purchasing or the finance director.
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However, the focus is only on the five roles listed above, as, in my
opinion, these five organizational positions are particularly relevant and,
correlating them to the five ministry roles of the NAR’s leadership
model, expedites the further development of the article. The reason for
this choice, which results from the literature review, is to make
connections between the five-fold ministry and the five organizational
functions. Analyzing these five organizational functions that have proven
to be suitable for practical use in the business world and correlating
them with the five-fold ministry’s functions provides assistance in
analyzing the NAR leadership model’s suitability for practice in the
Christian context.
A brief analysis of these positions in such a functional
organizational structure reveals that the executive director’s role is to
take responsibility for the overall development of the business
enterprise. The executive director directs the company’s operations and
the entire team, ensuring that the company achieves its mission and
objectives. He is the highest ranking executive in a business enterprise or
company and has the ultimate responsibility for making key managerial
decisions. 39
The sales and marketing director of a business enterprise is
responsible for building and developing the business relationships with
existing and potential customers by ensuring that his sales team reaches
its sales objectives. His responsibilities include developing key growth
sales strategies and appropriate action plans. A marketing message
contains methods of communicating the company’s products’ features to
customers.40
The quality director’s central role is to ensure that the company’s
products comply with the defined product quality parameters. Therefore,
he plans, directs, and coordinates his quality assurance team and
formulates the business enterprise’s quality control policies. He is
responsible for the implementation of, and consistent adherence to,
quality standards by developing quality policies and procedures for all
the functions and departments that are involved with or related to
producing the company’s outputs. 41
The personnel director oversees a very important component of a
successful company—a motivated, productive, thriving workforce. Cole
points out, “Where personnel is recognised as having a major part to play
in the renewal and maturation processes of the organizational system,
then the Personnel Manager will be given a key role in the corporate
development of the organization.” 42 This includes viewing people as
human assets and not as costs to the organization, and includes
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coordinating employees, requiring professional competence in human
resource management, and proactively contributing to solving business
problems.
The director for strategy development determines the business’s
direction and how it will get there. Strategy discussions include the
business enterprise’s purpose and values and focus on setting the
company’s medium- and long-term targets. The director for strategy
development has overall responsibility for valuing and achieving the
company owner’s set goals by developing and communicating a
supportive business strategy. 43
As the proprietor of the business enterprise is often not directly
involved in the business on a daily basis, the executive director might
report to the chairman of the supervisory board who represents the
owner’s wishes. Separating the chairman from day-to-day operations
helps the supervisory board to sustain a longer-term and more objective
view and thus empowers them to make wise decisions in terms of
stewardship. The executive director also benefits from this by having
access to wise feedback.44
In addition to the five functions, a further expression of
organizational theory is highlighted, namely the term production site,
which is intended for use in these correlations. A business enterprise’s
various production sites are those functional areas or branches of the
company that are responsible for turning inputs in terms of the
dedicated workforce and goods into finished outputs through a sequence
of production processes. 45 Each production site is headed by a manager
who is responsible for his local group and supported by some team subleaders. The proprietor sends and empowers the chairman of the
supervisory board, who in turn appoints the executive director and
empowers him with the authority necessary to run the business
enterprise effectively. All the directors have a unique specialization and
are experts in their particular field of competence. 46
Having briefly analyzed functional roles in business organizations,
the dimensions of these key roles are correlated to the elements of the
functional roles of the NAR leadership model in the following section.
The core responsibilities of the chosen five directorial positions have
been highlighted and how each of the functions contributes to the
development of a business organization has been examined. This
introduction provides a solid basis for proceeding to the NAR’s
theological leadership. Thereby, I will examine especially the leadership
model developed by the American Charles Peter Wagner as he was
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arguably the NAR movement’s acknowledged founder and scholarly
father.

Correlating Functional Structures and the Five-Fold
Ministries
The intention in this section is to establish a relationship between
organizational theory, especially the bureaucratic leadership model, and
the NAR approach. The practice of organizational theory as introduced
in the previous section and the terminology of the Christian NAR
movement are referred to by using a comparison between terms that
seem to have some similar dimensions and attributes in order to explain
the principal ideas of the NAR leadership model. The functional
organization of a business enterprise and its key roles, which were
introduced in the previous section, can selectively be correlated with
certain dimensions of the functions of the five-fold ministry and the
apostolic model. Therefore, the practice of the business functions is
related to the insights of the NAR belief system and how the two spheres
interact in selective attributes will be evaluated. These correlations are
not arbitrary, but subject to my individual discretion. This allows it to be
shown that there may be sufficient correlations. Table 1 presents an
overview of the correlations that are established in the following sections
of this article.
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The NAR’s ecclesiastical understanding is that the government of
the Christian church began with Jesus Christ, who is similar to the
proprietor of a business enterprise, the owner of the church with his
kingdom authority. As Wagner states, “A well-known hymn states that
‘the church’s one foundation is Jesus Christ her Lord.’ This is obviously
true in a general, theological sense because there would be no church at
all without the person and work of Jesus Christ.” 47 The church mimics
and follows the organic life of his body by being made up of earthly
people who are symbiotically connected in the practice of the new life
they have received from Jesus Christ.
The Holy Spirit anoints a person with the gift of apostleship, which
recalls one of the responsibilities of the chairman of the supervisory
board who appoints the executive director, equipping him with all
necessary authorities. Wagner underlines the role of the Holy Spirit by
arguing, “As I have said more than once, the most radical difference
between what I am calling new apostolic Christianity and traditional
Christianity revolves around the amount of authority the Holy Spirit is
perceived to delegate to individuals.”48 Furthermore, “Apostle is a
spiritual gift.” 49 And, “I refer to the five ascension gifts as ‘foundational’
or ‘governmental’ or ‘equipping’ offices.” 50 It is the NAR movement’s
understanding that an apostle is not self-appointed nor is he elected by
any organization, but instead is equipped with an apostolic ascension gift
by the Holy Spirit. 51 However, in the business world, the chairman
appoints only the executive director, whereas NAR teaching presumes
that the Holy Spirit anoints every minister of the five-fold team. This
consideration shows that the correlation is not fully congruent.
The executive director has a very holistic perspective on the entire
business enterprise. He is concerned with all the principal processes
inside the company, as well as the environment in which his business is
embedded, and excels at executing strategies for further advancing all
business activities. I discover a possible conceptual similarity: if this
business term is correlated to NAR doctrine, the apostle has a complete
overview of the churches within his network. He understands the bigger
picture of what is spiritually happening, including that which is beyond
his personal sphere of influence, and works strongly in executing
pioneering work, laying foundations, and providing the framework for
the further development of churches and Christian ministries. Wagner
defines twelve activities that apostles typically perform: receiving
revelations, casting visions, birthing new things, imparting unto others,
building projects, governing for order, teaching believers, sending for
expansion, finishing projects and godly seasons, waging spiritual
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warfare, aligning generations, and equipping believers for the work of
the Christian ministry.52 However, another dimension of apostleship is
not addressed by NAR scholars at all, which is the aspect of payment.
While the executive director receives a salary from the business
enterprise, the NAR literature does not offer any discussion about how
an apostle might earn his livelihood. This example indicates the critical
difficulties with making such correlations.
Some attributes of the role of the evangelist might be analogous to
the function of the sales and marketing director, who is primarily
responsible for explaining the benefits of the company’s products and
selling them to customers. To correlate a few dimensions of these two
roles, the evangelist as a function of the five-fold ministry team develops
relationships with non-Christians and establishes a means of
communicating the features of the kingdom of God to people. 53 As
Wagner claims, “A person with the gift of evangelist, for example, doesn’t
just lead one person to Christ here and there, but ministers regularly and
powerfully in leading unbelievers to Christ. The gift of evangelist,
therefore, becomes a personal attribute, a part of their constitution, their
spiritual DNA, and not just a fleeting ability used in occasional
situations.” 54 An evangelist does not only concentrate on reaching out to
non-Christians but also has a strong anointing to train other Christians
who have evangelism skills. This dimension reminds me of another
responsibility of the sales and marketing director, who also attends to
those who are already customers. Moreover, I detect a limitation of the
correlation: when a non-Christian becomes a believer, it is quite likely
that this person will join a local congregation. Then, it is no longer the
responsibility of the evangelist to look after this Christian, but the pastor
will take over. The customers of the sales and marketing director do not
become members of the company the sales director represents, and it
will be the sales and marketing director who will continue to service
these customers.
Part of the role of the quality director, who is responsible for
ensuring that all the work processes and people produce the required
quality level for all the company’s products, offers some initial evidence
of an existing correlation with the role of the teacher. The teacher is
deeply grounded in the Bible, which he uses as the ultimate guideline for
all activities and doctrinal matters in the congregation and within the
five-fold ministry team. The author DeVries, an adherent of the Apostolic
movement, argues, “The teacher has a burden of knowledge
impartation. . . . The teacher will dig into detailed meanings of Old- and
New-Testament truth treasures, setting these out with depth. . . . God
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given knowledge is a holy insurance policy against perishing. Their focus
is different from what a pastor excels in—which is shepherding and care
of people with loving them through difficulties in life’s complexities.”55
The teacher functions as an assurance of quality against doctrinal
deviations and distortions.
The functional role of the personnel director, who is focused on the
solicitous and careful management of all employees, including hiring and
firing, appraisal interviews, and human resource development, seems to
offer sufficient evidence of a relationship with the selective correlating
dimensions of the function of a pastor who looks after the well-being of
the people in his congregation. What are their current needs? Or
worries? What are the personal topics and challenges that everybody
brings with them to church? 56 Wagner emphasizes this: “New apostolic
pastors take the biblical analogy of the sheep and the shepherd seriously.
On a given day, the sheep do not decide where they will go to find food.
The pastor makes the decision, and the sheep will follow the pastor.” 57 A
pastor, from Latin meaning shepherd, therefore advises and counsels the
people in his congregation. However, the correlation does not consider
the dimensions of the underlying relationship: in the context of the
business world, the personnel director has concern for the employees
because of contractual relationships, which refer to his own employment
contract and also the working contracts of the employees. In the
dimension of church practice, while the pastor might have a working
contract and is paid for his concern, the ties of the members of the
congregation are based on a covenantal relationship. This aspect
illustrates the limitations of the correlations that were discussed above.
By analogy to the role of the director for strategy development, who
is responsible for defining the business enterprise’s direction and how it
will get there, I recognize adequate correlations in some dimensions of
the role of a prophet. The prophet receives guidance and advice from
Christ about where the church is spiritually, what Christ has planned for
its future development, and how the congregation will get there. 58
Wagner emphasizes,
Although we can all hear from God, the prophets are the most
specifically designated individuals to hear God’s voice. It is their
role to receive and make known the divine message directed to
God’s people. But most prophets will themselves admit that they
have little idea of what to do with most of the words they receive.
It is the apostle, working hand in hand with prophets, who has
the task of setting in order and implementing what God wants
done on earth in a certain season. 59
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A prophet is a believer who has been chosen by Jesus to relay the
messages that God wants Christians to hear. To correlate aspects of these
two different spheres, similar to the director for strategy development
who communicates his information to the executive director and the
team of directors, the prophet communicates godly information to the
apostle and the entire five-fold ministry team for further evaluation and
verification. As argued above, it is the core responsibility of the director
for strategy development to advance strategic plans about the status of
the business organization and how to move on. 60 The other directors of
the management team will take part in such a discussion and contribute
ideas on a possible implementation strategy. In a similar way, the
prophet receives strategic revelation from Christ, which the prophet then
communicates to the five-fold team for further discussion. What is, for
instance, the current status of a church? What could be a way forward?
Thereby, the five-fold team members will consider the strategic
prophetic word as well as their personal observations and own
evaluations in order to define an effective strategy. On the other hand,
this example also reveals a limitation of the correlation: the prophet is
requested to transport godly revelation to the apostolic team, where the
external source of information is a supernatural authority, namely Jesus
Christ through his Holy Spirit. However, the task of the director for
strategy development is to propose a strategy based on an internal
source, namely his very own human endeavours and considerations. This
aspect shows the need to be careful in correlating organizational
functional roles with NAR doctrinal terminology too closely.
The expression production site, which was mentioned above, shows
some appropriate evidence of correlation with NAR doctrine. A business
enterprise’s different production sites produce the various components
needed for the company’s overall product. Workers and engineers work
in close collaboration at the particular site, in a respectful company
culture, in order to achieve their common goals. Professionalism and
positive teamwork are the cornerstones of the production site manager’s
responsibility. Similarly, the kingdom of God consists of many local
churches and Christian ministries (various production sites), which are
part of a local apostolic network (entire business enterprise), in which
local leaders, like the local pastor and deacons (production site manager
and sub-team leaders), look to the apostle (executive director) for
spiritual covering and, as Wagner states, “are comfortable under the
authority of that particular apostle,” 61 being fully accountable to him.
This section has offered sufficient evidence of a number of adequate
correlations and indicated possible analogies between organizational
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functions in business enterprises and some dimensions of the functional
leadership roles of the five-fold ministry. It was argued previously that
the current debate on the NAR movement indicates that there are very
different views and opinions, which may be unclear because they are
based on a limited understanding of the NAR’s doctrine. In order to clear
up some of the vague ideas concerning NAR doctrine and to critically
examine the NAR leadership model’s suitability for practice, use has
been made of the actual practice and experience of business
organizations by reviewing their underlying leadership roles. The chosen
correlations indicate how some dimensions of the five functions of the
NAR leadership model may function in actual practice. Some
correlations of the two spheres show strong similarities between the
dimensions of functional roles being compared, whereas other aspects
have to be treated with caution. Despite the principal limitations of
correlations, the comparisons that have been made are of help to
illuminate the apostolic five-fold leadership systems in light of an
established framework of business practice.

Initial Outlook: A Biblical Examination of the Apostolic
Leadership Structure
These correlations are useful conceptual bridges, allowing me to offer an
initial biblical perspective on the NAR leadership model. The analogies
of organizational functions in business enterprises have illuminated the
apostolic leadership principles, which are briefly examined in the
following section. Particularly, the understanding of the role of apostles
is pivotal to the NAR movement. Wagner places a solid focus on this
ministry gift, because he understands an apostle to be very much a
foundational function, whereby the apostle is the primus inter pares
among the five-fold ministry functions. Having in mind the analogy of an
executive director, an apostle is a Christian who advocates an important
belief system and is sent out to construct the kingdom of God here on
earth. Hence, it is Peter Wagner’s belief that an apostle (and likewise the
other four ministry offices, which will not further be examined in the
following for reasons of space) in the twenty-first century, “is not self–
appointed or elected by any ecclesiastical body, but is chosen by the Lord
Himself.”62 These callings are termed ascension gifts by Wagner, and
are to be distinguished from other charisms.63 He distinguishes between
the practice of the spiritual gifts of the Holy Spirit, which form a central
element of Pentecostal-Charismatic movements, and the offices of the
five-fold ministry, which Wagner calls “foundational or governmental
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offices.” 64 If a born-again, Spirit-filled Christian is able to exercise a
certain gift of the Holy Spirit, it does not mean that he or she has
automatically attained one of the offices of five-fold ministry. The
Pentecostal movement claims that Christians are, for instance, all
encouraged to prophesy, whereby prophecy is a gift referred to in, e.g., 1
Corinthians 14.65 Wagner argues above and beyond that just because a
Christian is using the gift of prophecy, it does not mean that he or she
should be designated as a prophet as a position in the church. The same
applies, according to Wagner, to those who are using the gifts of
evangelism, teaching, and pastoring. The exercise of these gifts should be
encouraged in every Christian, but designating someone to the office of
evangelist, teacher, or pastor is only done after some time so that the
person’s gifts, calling, and character can be verified and they can be fully
entrusted with that office.66
Wagner argues that the five ministry functions are distributed as a
sovereign act by Jesus Christ himself to the members of the body,
namely the universal church, and are supernatural gifts for training the
churches and Christians so that they can carry out God’s ideas and
principles in the world. He stresses that the apostle Paul describes these
gifts of the post-ascension Christ to his church in Ephesians 4:11. In fact,
these gifts literally are the people themselves, not the charisms of 1
Corinthians 12:4–11.67
Wagner also distinguishes between governmental authority in the
local church and the ministry offices: overseers and deacons (as
mentioned, for instance, in the New Testament in Phil 1:1) are
governmental functions of the local church. However, the five-fold
ministry offices of apostle, prophet, evangelist, shepherd, and teacher are
ministry offices given as gifts by Jesus Christ to an individual, in order to
equip the church and Christians for ministry. The elders are the
authority at the local level. 68 Apostles were and, according to Wagner,
still are commissioned by Jesus Christ to establish the kingdom of God,
to strengthen the Christians in various places, and to be a voice of
authority among a plurality of local churches. All members of the fivefold ministry should be a part of their own local churches and thus, be
accountable in turn to their local pastor and congregation. 69
According to Wagner, apostles have a spiritual gifting and special
job, combined with exemplary characters. An apostle has followers who
recognize the gift and willingly submit to the apostle’s spiritual authority.
An apostolic ministry is defined by central tasks, such as receiving
revelation, transmitting a vision, pioneering, establishing a functioning
polity, discipling, sending off, and activating God’s blessings in others, as
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well as aligning generations and equipping Christians in local
churches.70
Wagner therefore arrives at the following definition of the office of
apostle: “An apostle is a Christian leader, gifted, taught, commissioned,
and sent by God with the authority to establish the foundational
government of the church within an assigned sphere of ministry by
hearing what the Spirit is saying to the churches and by setting things in
order accordingly for the growth and maturity of the church and for the
extension of the kingdom of God.” 71
It is thus one of Wagner’s principal understandings that apostles
have very special authority. They are not at the top because they have
successfully climbed the church ladder; they are in that position because
they were able to build a relationship and trust with others around them,
who then awarded them leadership responsibility.
A part of Wagner’s definition of an apostle is “setting things in
order.” Apostles often distinguish themselves by performing
supernatural spiritual works, such as signs and wonders, planting
churches, appointing and overseeing local church pastors and elders,
settling disputes in churches, applying discipline, providing spiritual
cover for other leaders, suffering physical persecution, attracting and
distributing financial resources, casting out demons, breaking the curses
of witchcraft, and frequent fasting. All these elements could be expected
from an apostle and are common in Wagner’s belief system.72
My brief analysis has shown that the movement’s central scholar,
Peter Wagner, argues that churches and Christian ministries need
effective leadership models that are theologically grounded in the
doctrine of the ongoing office of apostle, as described in the Bible. The
movement’s fundamental concept is the understanding that the
previously defunct governmental office of New Testament polity, namely
the office of the apostle as depicted in the New Testament, is being
reassigned.
It is to be noted, however, that the concept of a continuation of
apostleship is strongly rejected by some theologians and denominations.
This cessationism is the idea that, “All the miraculous gifts and
ministries died out with the first-generation apostles and when the
Scripture was completed.” 73 This refers to gifts of the Holy Spirit like
speaking in tongues and also includes the ministry roles like apostles and
prophets. American pastor John MacArthur is arguably the most
renowned theologian for cessationism today. 74
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Conclusion
This article shows an alternative method for further illuminating the
understanding of the NAR movement’s church governance doctrine, by
using an analogy of the principals of the five-fold ministry and its
functional mechanism. It uses a method of correlating selected
dimensions of the NAR’s polity and organizational theory in the business
environment.
The purpose of introducing this correlation was to establish a
framework for critically examining the NAR’s leadership mechanism
from a practical perspective. This is an interdisciplinary aspect of my
research work, which draws on organizational analysis. Part of this
theory is the question, as has been argued, of organizational structure,
which is a system that shows how specific activities are carried out in a
company. Five functional roles from a business enterprise have been
introduced and correlated in detail with the five functional roles of the
NAR movement: the executive director (apostle), the sales and
marketing director (evangelist), the quality director (teacher), the
personnel director (pastor), and the director for strategy development
(prophet). I argue that this examination has shown an acceptable level of
correspondence with satisfactory correlations between certain
dimensions of the business world and the NAR approach. However, I
believe that while correlations can be useful, they have an inherent
limitation that analogies and the established relationships between the
two spheres A and B could either be appropriate or might perhaps be
misleading.75 Based on the correlations, some initial principles of the
NAR concept and a biblical perspective were shown arguing that
churches need effective leadership models that are theologically
grounded in the doctrine of the ongoing office of apostle, as described in
the New Testament.
Thereby, I come to the conclusion that there is a need to test and
verify the applicability of the NAR approach in actual practice. I have
argued above that the academic literature does not yet contain any
detailed case studies on the NAR movement’s actual apostolic leadership
practice. Further research work should therefore undertake case studies
with the aim of creating a clearer understanding of the NAR leadership
model’s suitability for practice.
Moreover, although an analogy has been drawn between the central
functional roles within business enterprises and the five-fold ministry
team, an important, practical question remains unanswered. In a
company, the executive director is accountable to the chairman of the
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supervisory board or the owner of the company. Resane continues this
analogy by summarizing, “The apostolic networks have one leader, who
gathers around him an apostolic team that voluntarily submits to the
final authority of one leader—the primus inter pares (first among the
equals).” 76 If the apostle is the final authority, then to whom does he
report? Hence, the key question still is: to whom is the apostle in turn
accountable? Ultimately, according to the NAR’s doctrinal belief system,
to the Holy Spirit and to Jesus Christ. But manifest here on earth? This is
a question that is to be examined in more depth in future research work.
Concluding this article, it is argued that the correlations have
advanced the understanding of the five-fold ministry’s organizational
leadership mechanism and indicated that the five-fold ministry model is
genuine, in the sense that it appears to be suitable for practical use and is
operable.
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